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Ab,stract:Multimedia systems must be able to suppott a cettain quality of service (QoS) to satisfy the stringent
real-time performance requirements of their applications. HeiRAT, the Heidelberg Resource Administration Technique, is a comprehensive QoS management system [hat was designed and implemented in connection with a distributed multimedia platform for networked PCs and workstations. HeiRAT includes techniques for QoS negotiation,
QoS calculation, resource resewation, and resource scheduling for local and network resources.
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1 Introduction
The processing of digital audio and video streams has to obey tirning requirements which are typically not
considered in traditional Computer systems. Multimedia operating and communication Systems have to
take into account these timing criteria when managing system resources in order to provide a cettain qualiry of sewice (QoS) to multimedia applications. This QoS typically includes specifications for throughput,
delay, and reliability.
The HeiProjects (Herttwich 1994) at IBM's European Networking Center in Heidelberg were aimed at
providing a distributed multimedia platfom for PCs and workstations in an intemetwork of LANs such as
Token Ring and Ethemet. Among other things, they included the development of HeiTS (the Heidelberg
Transport System) for transporting multimedia streams across the network (Wolf and Herttwich 1994) and
HeiJMT (the Heidelberg Resource Administration Technique) for providing a well-defined QoS for this
trans:port (Vogt, Herttwich and Nagarajan 1993).
111 this paper, we describe the features of HeiRAT in retrospective. The following section provides an
overview of the HeiRAT system. We then devote one section each to the definition of QoS values in
HeiRAT, to the enforcement of QoS, and to the calculation of QoS parameters.

2 HeiRAT Overview
All system resources thtough which a multirnedia stream passes may affect the QoS of this stream.
HeiR.AT, thercfore, considers all resources on a path from source to sink(s), both in the local systems and
the n~etwork(see Figute I). Resources can be classified as active and passive. Active resources process
data, they include CPUs, busses, V 0 systems, network adapters and transmission links. Passive resources
store data, they include memory space in end nodes and network routers. In this section, we look at the
basic features of HeiRAT to manage all these resources.

local resources

network resources
Figure 1: Resources Managed by HeiRAT
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2.1 Functions of HeiRAT
HeiRAT provides the following functions for both active and passive resources:
Throughput fest:When a new multimedia stream shall be established, it is checked whether enough fiee
resource capacity is available to handle it. This decision is influenced by the QoS guarantees already
given to other streams; these must not be violated by the new stream.
QoS calculation: Every resource computes the QoS it can provide Eor the new stream.
Resource reservation: The resource capacity is resewed that is required to provide the QoS guarantee.
Resource schedulirig: Resource access is coordinated so that the respective QoS guarantees of all
streams are satisfied.

.

In the set-up or QoS riegotiation phase of a multimedia stream, applications specify their QoS requirements. These parameters are used for the throughput test and the QoS calculation which result either in a
resource resewation or in the rejection of the stream establishment, the latter if the QoS cannot be met. In
the transmission or QOS enforcement phase, after the successful estahlishment of a stream, the resources
are scheduled with respect to the given QoS guarantees.
In the set-up phase, HeiRAT offers several options by which applications can specify their QoS requirements. QoS values are given in terms of maximum end-to-end delay, minimum throughput needed, and
reliability class defining how the loss of data shall be treated. An application can select one of the QoS
parameters for optimization by specifying an interval from desired to worst-acceptable values. For example, a video application might request a throughput between 15 and 30 video frames per second. indicating
that video quality would not be acceptahle with less than 15 frames, but that more than 30 frames are never
needed. HeiRAT will then return the best QoS it can guarantee within this interval and make the corresponding rescrvation (or reject the request if even the lower bound cannot he supported).
In the transmission phase, data are processed and transmitted according to their urgency. Schedulers
handle time-critical multimedia streams prior to time-independent data. They exploit propenies of the
underlying resources, for example, they are based on the operating system priority scheme for CPU scheduling or the MAC priority scheme of the network.
HeiRAT offers two types of QoS: guaranteed and statistical. For guaranteed QoS, the resource capacilies reserved are Eor the maximum demand a stream may have during its Iifetime. Reserving extensive
amounts of capacities for such peak requirements can he rather costly and leads to the under-utilization of
resources if there is a significant difference between peak and average data rate of a stream. A cheaper
alternative is statistical QoS where resources are slightly overbooked. This implies that while QoS requirements will be met most of the time, occasional QoS violations may occur (and applications need to be
ready to cope with them).

2.2 The Role of Resource Reservation Protocols
Multimedia streams that are transmitted across a multi-hop network are handled by multiple system
resources. The guarantees of the individual resources must be aggregated to obtain an end-to-end QoS
guarantee. This requires a resource reservalion protocol to exchange and negotiate QoS requirements
across system boundaries. The fact that the network is one of the resources to he managed makes it necessary to integrate the resource reservation protocol with the network layer of the transport system; higher
layers have no information about the different resources i n the network.
Examples of such reservation protocols include ST-I1 (Topolcic 1990), its more recent version ST-U+
(Delgrossi and Berger 1995), and RSVP (Zhang et al. 1993). While these protocols differ in their underlying design philosophy (modularity vs. completeness, connection-orientation vs. soft-state, etc.) (Mitzel et
al. 1994, Delgrossi et al. 1993), they are all appropriate means for exchanging reservation information.
When HeiTS and HeiKAT where conceived, ST-I1 was the only apparent reservation protocol under discussion in the IETF. Today, RSVP (in connection with IP-NG) attracts more attention. Most HeiRAT
mechanisms can work with RSVP just as they work with ST-U.
As illustrated in Figure 2, origin and target appIications, agents executing the resource reservation protocol, and local resource managers participate in the QoS negotiation. The origin supplies the initial QoS
requirement. This QoS request is possibly mapped by the transport layer on a QoS request in terms of network layer units due to packet segmentation and then hecomes patt of a connection estahlishment mes-
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sage. Each local resource manager on the path receiving the message computes the QoS its resources can
pro'vide and reserves the corresponding resourcc capacities.
If the reservation fails (either due to resource overload or insufficient resources for a given QoS requirement), a corresponding message is sent back to the origin releasing all reservations made so far. Otherwise,
thc protocol agent updales the QoS specification (for example, keeping track of the accumulated delay or
adjiisting throughput) and passes the stream establishment message downstream towards the targets. Target!$ work in the same way and communicate a QoS specification or a refusal message back to the origin.
'To make sure that all resources work with the same QoS parameters, the origin may then send out a
reqiiest defining the final throughput and reliability values of the stream as the respective minimum values
of all resources. Excess delay (any positive differente between achievablc and desired delay) is disuibuted
among the resources to relax guarantees.

Origin Node

Intermediate Node

Target Node
Application
(iocai
processing)

L-lkLp- Network
Connect Request with FlowSpecification
Figure 2: Distributed QoS Computation.
R.esource reservation protocols should be supported by QoS-driven routing algorithms that find optimal
path:r for a given set of QoS requirements in a mashed nctwork of resources. The lack uf routing mechanisms with QoS support led us to develop QoSFinder. QoSFinder uses path vector routing with QoS metrics for the evaluation of routes. A detailed specification of the routing protocol, its metrics and a common
algoiithm for thc comparison of wo sets of QoS Parameters can be tound in (Vogel et al. 1995).

2.3 HeiRAT Usage Scenario
For ihe time being, our HeiRAT implementation is used in the HeiTS communication system and the
HeiTS-based Cltimedia ServerI6000, a multimedia client-server System for audio and video retrieval.
Guaranteed and statistical QoS calculation and reservation are provided for CPU and main memory space
as well as for Token Ring and Ethernet networks.
F«r the IBM AIX Version 3 operating system, schedulers for the CPU and the Token Ring adapter have
been implemented which handle requests according to their urgency. The resource reservation protocol ST11 anci the transport layer protocol HeiTP (Delgrossi et al. 1992) use the functionality provided by HeiRAT,
the laitter for mapping QoS specifications between the transport and the network layer.
The applicability of HeiRAT is not confined to the HeiTS environment. Indeed, the HeiRAT approach
for distributed QoS calculation can be extended to arbitrary chains of software modules (defined as stream
handlers in (Wolf and Hentwich 1994)) and networks connecting sources to sinks. Here, for each individual stream handler or for sequences of adjacent stream handlers, the HeiRAT functions can be called to
reserve appropriate resource capacities and to return QoS guarantees for the execution of these modules. In
this scenario. the protocol stack of HeiTS could be one oT Lhe stream handlers. The QoS guarantees given
for the individual stream handlers can then be accumulated in a similar fashion as done in a network with
its roilters and transmission links to yield end-to-end QoS guarantees. See (Wolf 1996) for more information.
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2.4 Management of HeiRAT
To Set and update HeiRAT parameters, the system can he managed using the Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) (Case et al. 1990)).
The HeiRAT Management Information Base (MIB) consists of three Parts: resources. resewatiori, and
nionitoririg.
The resource part of the M1B contains information related to all resources managed by HeiRAT. For
example, information ahout the total capacity of the network can be obtained. or the maximum amount of
bandwidth reservahle by multimedia traffic can he Set. The reservation part of the HeiRAT MIB contains
actual information about the reservations for multimedia connections, for example, the Set of QoS parameters for connections, or the scheduling priority of a reservation. From the variables in the monitoring part.
resource consumption information (for example, used network handwidth of a connection, CPU usage of a
process) can be retrieved. A detailed description of the HeiRAT MIB can be found in (Kätker et al. 1993).

3 QoS Description
The purpose of a QoS description is manifold. QoS parameters (at least some of them) serve as a source
description; they specify properties of the data stream an application will feed into the system. Additionally, QoS parameters are needed 10 describe the performance requirements of an application and to define
the corresponding performance guarantees retumed by the system. In this section, we look at how QoS is
described in HeiRAT and compare this description with other ways to specify QoS.

3.1 QoS Parameters in HeiRAT
Three parameters are of main interest when it Comes to transporting multimedia streams: throughput, delay
and reliabili~.All three QoS parameters nre closely related: The smaller the overall bandwidth of a
resource is compared to its I o d , the more messages will accumulate in front of it and the larger the huffers
need to he to avoid loss. The larger the buffers hecome, the more likely i t gets that messages need to wait to
be serviced, that is, the larger the delay will get. Hence: only a full description of the entire parameter Set
provides a clear understanding of the QoS provided.

3.1.1 Throughput
The HeiRAT throughput model is based on the linear bounded arrival process (LBAP) model as introduced by (Cmz 1991) and used by (Anderson 1993). The LBAP model assumes data to be sent as a stream
of discrete units @ackets) characterized by three parameters:

= maximirmpacketsize,
= marimumpacket rate (i.e., maximum number of packets per time unit), and
= maximum workahead.
The workahead parameter W allows for shon-term violations of the rate R by defining that in any time
interval of duration t at most W + t*R packets may arrive on a stream. This is necessary to model input

S

R
W

devices that generate shorr bursts of packets, for example disk blocks that contain multiple multimedia data
frames, and also to account for any clustering of packets as they proceed towards their destination (for
work conserving systems). Although it may be somewhat counter-intuitive. it is possible to use LBAPs for
the management of variable bit-rate streams with varying bandwidth requirements as shown in
(Vogt 1995).
A useful concept with regard to the LBAP is that of logical arrival time. The logical amval time 1 of a
message ni, is defined as: l(mo) = ao, the actual arrival time of the first packet, and Nm„,) = m a ~ [ a , +Km;)
~,
+ IIR]. The concept of logical arrival time essentially acts as a smoothing filter for the traffic streams. It
ensures that no particular stream hogs a resource at the expense of other streams given their declared workload characteristics. We will refer to the entity that computes these logical arrival times and schedules
packets accordingly as the regulator. A packet whose logical amval time has passed is called critiral, otherwise it is referred to as workahead.
The output stream of a resource serving an input LBAP is itself an LBAP. Its parameters depend on the
parameters of the input IBAP and the maximum and minimum delay within the resource. Their computa-
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tioii is described in (Andersonl Hentwich and Schaefer 1990). This enables one to "push" the LBAP workloa~dmodel from the origin through to the destination nodes for each stream.
In addition to the ihree LBAP Parameters defined above, the user must specify the maximum processing
time per packet for each resource such that resource capacities can be correspondingly reserved. In (Wittig,
Wolf and Vogt 1994) the problem of processing time measurement is analyzed and a measurement tool for
CPU processing times of multimedia stream handling modules is presented.

3.1.2 Delay
Del,ty in HeiRAT is specified in terms of minimurn actual delay D„,,,
which is a lower bound to the actual
packet transfer time on the connection, and maximurn regular delay D-, which is the time at which a
packet leaves the transport system at the latest with respect to its logical amival time. Only the maximum
reg~ilartransit time is communicated between the application and HeiRAT, the minimurn actual transit
timt: is used only internally to determine the end-to-end jitler, the variance in the end-to-end delay.
IIeiRAT does not specify jitter separately as it assumes that multimedia packets can be buffered before
they are made available to the receiving application. To ensure that there is always a packet available when
the application requires it, the buffenng time is up to D„ -D„. However, this approach can be expensive in tenns of buffer space and additional transmission delay incurred by the buffering on the target node.

3.1.15 Reliability
The HeiRAT specification of reliability distinguishes between bit errors and packet losses. This distinction
is motivated by the observation that one would not necessarily discard a whole multimedia message (for
example a video frame) when only a small number of bits is compted. Reliability classes define how these
two types of e m shall be handled by the transport system (Table 1).

F-

Bit errors

t

Packet errors

I

ignore

I

I

indicate

indicate

conect

correct

Table 1: Reliability Classes

The reliability parameter specifies the best error treatment the network layer can provide without
increasing the straightforward throughput or delay. For example, the IBM Token Ring Busmaster adapter
can immediately indicate the successful or unsuccessful delivery of packets. An implicit error correction
by rr:transmission would be possible, but would increase throughput and delay. Networks incorporating
forw,ud-error-correctionmay very well be capable of such correction procedures without significant delay
increases. Hence, delay and throughput in HeiRAT does not account for error handling operations such as
retraiismissions - the overhead of these functions has to be considered by the Uanspon layer when transfoming a higher layer QoS specification into a network layer specification, or vice versa.
Note that the HeiRAT reliability model provides only the few reliability classes mentioned but nothing
furthi:~ (as, e.g., loss rate guarantees). This stems fiom the fact that the HeiRAT QoS management
approach is primatily focused on the optimization of throughput and delay. Losses are assumed to happen,
cspecially for streams with a statistical QoS, but it is left to higher layers to prepare for their occurrence
and to handle them appropriately. (Delgrossi et al. 1994) and (Wolf, Herrtwich and Delgrossi 1995)
include a detailed discussion of possible approaches.

3.2 HeiRAT and Other QoS Parameter Schemes
The HeiRAT QoS parameter set was chosen because we felt it described the most imponant propenies of
multiimedia streams in a natural and simple way. However, there exist many 0ther schemes for the specificatior~of QoS. It is therefore important to find out whether mappings hetween such different parameter sets
exist sind how the various approaches can coexist in one system.
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3.2.1 QoS Model Used in plaNET
plaNET is a high-speed packet-switched network for the integrated communication of voice. video, and
data (Cidon, Gopal and Guerin 199 I). A key feature of plaNET is its transparency. i.e. its ability to transmit information in various formats such as packets of variable sizes or fixed-size ATM cells.
QoS management in plaNET is based on a stochastic traffic model. This model assumes a traffic source
to be in one of two states. either the idle state emitting no traffic at all or in the burst srate sending traffic at
a certain peak rare. The time during which the source is in its hurst state is called a burstphase. Based on
this model, traffic sources are charactenzed by three parameters:

R =peak rate = traffic rate during burst phases
m = mean trafJic rate over the total time
b = average duration of a bursrphase
The plaNET scheme reserves bandwidth for individual connections on links in an intemetwork. By this
reservation, a certain throughput is guaranteed with some specified loss probability due to buffer overflow
at the links' entrances. The amount of bandwidth reserved for a connection j, the so-called equivalent
capacity cj, lies between its mean rate m, and its peak rate R,. It depends on the above traffic parameters,
the amount of buffer space availahle to store waiting messages and the desired buffer overflow probability.
In general, several connections are multiplexed over one link. If link bandwidth is high, and so is the
number of connections that can be multiplexed, the aggregate bit rate of the connections can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. If not, the aggregate bit rate is approximated by the sum of the equivalent
capacities, i.e.. for the purpose of QoS management a connection is treated as if it sent its bits at aconstant
rate of C? By comparing the aggregate bit rate already allocated and the equivalent capacity requested by a
new connection with the total link bandwidth it can be decided whether the new connection can be admitted.
Although the traffic models and the approaches for QoS calculation used in HeiRAT and plaNET differ,
an integration of their QoS management is possible. Consider the scenario iliustrated by Figure 3 where an
end-to-end connection between two stations across two lower-speed LANs and a high-speed WAN shall be
estahlished. Assume that QoS demands of the connection are specified by plaNET parameters, QoS management on the WAN is done by the pIaNET scheme, and QoS management on the LANs by HeiRAT.
Hence, on the LANs the plaNET parameters have to be mapped on HeiRAT parameters such that a
HeiRAT resource reservation can take place.
This mapping can be done as follows: A pIaNET connection does not require a 100%service guarantee
but accepts a limited number of message Iosses. This corresponds to a statistical HeiRAT connection.
Moreover, on LANs with a comparatively low capacity the number of connections is small and hence their
aggregate bit rate has to be characterized by the sums of their equivalent capacities of all connections (see
above). Thus, for the purpose of bandwidth allocation only the equivalent capacities play a role; the values
of the three plaNET QoS parameters are needed only for calculating these. The equivalent capacity can be
directly used as throughput parameter for the HeiRAT reservation function. The message size parameter is
the message size of the plaNET connection. which must he specified in addition to the three plaNET
parameters, and the workahead Parameter can be Zero.
Connection with plaNET QoS parameters

HeiRAT

F4

QoS management

L d

plaNET QoS mana,qement

b
-H~~RAT
QoS maoagement

Figure 3: An Intemet Integrating HeiRAT and plaNET QoS Management.
Now consider the scenario that the management of the LANs and the intermediate WAN is still done by
plaNET and HeiRAT, respectively, but the end-to-end connection now defines its QoS in terms of HeiRAT
parameters. Note that only statistical HeiRAT connections can be supported here as plaNET provides no
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]M)% guarantees. In this scenario. the HeiRATparameters have tobe mapped on plaNET parameters such
that bandwidth on the WAN can be reserved. This mapping is only possible for the throughput parameters
of HeiRAT as plaNET manages only bandwidth. but gives no delay guarantees. The plaNET mean rate rn
is calculated as the produci of the HeiRAT packet size and rate. A burst is, according to the HeiRAT
scheme, a sequence of at most W incoming packets, Wbeing the workahead parameter. The burst rate and
hecce the burst duration required hy plaNET depend on how fast thc gateway or the application can physically feed packets into the network; they can be directly derived from this infonnation.

3.2.2 QoS Model Used in Q.933
A QoS standard that has emerged in the ISDN environment is Q.933 (ANS1 1991). Q.933 describes the
traffic source and its throughpui requirements in tenns of an average throughput rate over any interval of a
given length and a possible burst in such an iniemal, hoth given in terms of bits. As Q.933 assumes the
packetization of traffic it also specifies a maximum packet size. Q.933 includes a delay paramcter signifying that 95% of a stream of packets of maximum size experience a delay not longer than this value. Q.933
allows for specifying an acceptahle interval for the QoS instead of fixed values when defining QoS requirements.
In the following, we consider again the second scenario of the previous section. QoS requirements and
guarantees for an end-to-end connection are given in terms of HeiRAT paramcters but the resarvation of
some intermediate resource is based on Q.933. When issuing a resemation request to a network whose
management is based on Q.933, the HeiRAT QoS request has to be transformed into a reservation request
in terms uf 4.933 parameters.
A HeiRAT QoS description is based on the specification of a maximum workload. The numher of packets N(t) in an interval of length t is hounded hy N(t) < W + t*R for soine workahead parameter W > 1 and
, to a dissome packet rate parameter R. This upper bound can be further reduced to N(t) l W + L t + ~ ji.e.,
continuous function. hecause N(t) counts only complete packets. The graph of the function hlIei(t) in
Figure 4 illustrates this upper hound. bHei(t) defines the maximum numher of packets that may have
arrived after t time steps.
4.933 defines the maximum workload in a different way. Here, the workload is descrihed by a commirted burst size (CES)and a rhroughput (TPT). CES is the maximum number of bits (not packets!) that may
arrive in any interval of length T. TPT is the average numher of hits per second. The interval Iength T is
defined as the ratio of CES and TPT. i.e.. T = CES I TPT. In Figure 4 , The graph of the function
bp,913(t) = CES + L~IT] + CES illustrates this upper hound of the workload. bQsj3(t) defines the maximum
number of bits thai may havc arived after f iiine steps. Note that also this function is discontinuous
because data may arrive in bursts.

1.) HeiRAT Traffic Bound

t~

2.) Q.933 Trat Bound

iz

=CB~+L~JTJ*CBS

= C

$;.

E.3

Figura 4: Traffic Bounds for the HeiRAT and the Q.933 QoS Model.
When suhmitting a reservation or a change request from HeiRAT to a network managed by 4.933, it
must be ensured that enough network bandwidth for the calling HeiRAT function is reserved. To reserve
"enough" bandwidth means that even the worst possible hehavior of the requesting process must be covered by ihe reservation. Hence, the goal is to find for given Wand R appropriate values for CES and TPT
such that for all t b,,(t) 5 bQ„,(t) (abstracting for a moment from the fact that Q.933 counts bits rather
than packets).
For given Wand R , some properties of CES and TPT can be derived:
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CBS 2 W, hecause the initial hurst must he covered hy CBS.Ilence, there is some real numher r 2 I
with CBS = r*W.
There
should he at least one r' such that bHei(t'j= bQ,933(t'),hecause otherwise Q.933 would make an
(2)
(1)

unnecessary over-reservation. As bHei(i)is growing not faster than bQ,933(r).such a z' can be found in
~ ( for
t ) b, Q g j 3 ( T )Hence, for some 00: b H e i ( T - ~=)
the environment of the first jump of b ~ . ~ ~i.e.,
bp,933(T-~
=)CBS. Also, the first jump of bQ,&T) should coincide with a jump of bHei(t)(also to
avoid an over-reservation) and thus CBS = W+T*R-I .
From
( I ) and (2), we have W+T*R-I = r*W
(3)
The question is now how to choose r. One possihle approach is to attempt to minimize the overall throughpui TPT = CBSI T in order to claim as little handwidth as possible. However:
T P T = CBS
- = - = rW
T
T

rW
(r-l)W+l
R

=

r WR
(r-IjW+l

I1 can he seen from the ahove expression that TPT has no minimum hecause TPT is continuously decreasing with growing r. Note also that CBS is growing linearly in r, i.e., there is a trade-off hetween hurst size
and overall throughput. Hence, one should select an r with an appropriate trade-off. yielding

There are two special cases in which the calculation of CBS and TPT is much simpler. For guaranteed conneclions with a regulator, there is a workahead of W = 1. Hence, one can select CBS = 1 and TPT = R, i.e..
T = 1lR. This implies bHci(r)= bagj3(t)for all t, i.e., no overreservation is incurred by the mapping. The
same values can also be chosen for statistical connections, which means that no reservations for hursts on
such connections are made. The Q.933 QoS specification provides an extra Parameter called excess burst
size which can he used instead of CBS to indicate this burst.
Note that the ahove definitions of CBS and TPT are given in t e m s of packets. To get the corresponding
values in tems of hits (as required hy Q.933) the above expressions have tobe multiplied hy the maximum
packet size (which is provided hy HeiRAT) and hy 8 (= number of hits per hyte). The mapping of the other
QoS parameters is straightforward (sec (Taher 1993) for details).
The backward direction. i.e., the mapping of Q.933 QoS parameters to HeiRAT parameters is needed
when 4.933 returns a QoS guarantee which must he forwarded in tems of HeiRAT QoS values. If 4.933
makes only a yeslno decision on the request. the retumed QoS values are the same as the input values and
hence the returned guarantee is simply the requested QoS. Otherwise, Q.933 returns a TPT and a CBS
value for which Wand R values must he found such that bHei(tj< bngj3(f).This is easy and also described
in (Taher 1993) in more detail.

4 QoS Enforcement
To enforce a given set of QoS assertions. it needs to be controlled which work item a resource processes at
a given time. This may he achieved by admission control that locks out applications once a certain workload is reached. A more general and flexible way to enforce QoS is to take into account QoS requirements
when scheduling a resource. In this section we look at the scheduling of both CPU and network access.

4.1 CPU Scheduling
The HeiRAT algorithms for CPU scheduling are hased on classical approaches for real-time processing,
namely rarliest-dendline-$rst (EDF) and rate-monotonic (RM) scheduling (Liu and Layland 1973). In this
context, HeiRAT assumes the packet streams on the network layer to be periodical. The scheduling and
QoS management of aperiodical transpon layer streams as, e.g., found in video applications with variable
bit rates can be adapted to this model as described in (Vogt 1995).
EDF scheduling assumes each process to have a deadline at which its processing must be finished. For
periodical packet streams, the deadline for the processing of a packet can be defined as the end of its
period. Within EDE the process with the earliest deadline among the waiting processes is executed first. In
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RlVI scheduling, the process with the highest rate (i.e. the smallest period) is given the highest priority. RM
scheduling is a special variant offied-prioriry (FP) scheduling that is also frequcntly used to approximate
real-time behavior.
[n HeiRAT, these approaches have been extended to account for the two classes of guaranteed and statistical connections as well as for workahead packets. This exiension is hased on the method of deodlineworkahead scheduline
s
resDect to whether thev
- .(Anderson 1993) which dvnamicallv classifies ~ a c k e t with
are currently critical or workahead. Within this scheme. one can also easily account for guaranteed and statistical QoS sireams. Hence, packets (01 rather the processes handling them) are scheduled according to the
following multi-level priority scheme:
( 1 ) Critical guaranteed processes

(2) Critical statistical processes
(3) Non-multimedia processes
(4) Workahead processes (hoth guaranteed and statistical)
Scheduling within these priority classes is (preemptive) RM and EDF (except for Priority 3 where any
stralegy can he used). the deadline of a packet heing its logical arrival timc plus delay bourid ~ompuiedfor
this stream. The priority of a process is switched from 4 to I or 2, respectively, as soon as it becomes critical. which possibly entails the preemption of the currently executing process.
With the ahove scheme the situation rnay occur that some process is delayed further than expected by
the execution of another process that takes more time than specified in its workload description. To avoid
this problem, a variant of the algotithm with the following pnority scheme can be considered:
(1) Critical processes (guaranteed and statistical)
(2) Critical processes that have used up their processing times as specified hy their workload descriptions,
but require further processing
(3) Non-multimedia processes
(4) Workahead processes
As soon as a statistical process executed with Priority I exceeds its specified processing time it is moved to
Priority 2 and possibly preempted. Thus, misbehaving statistical processes cannot violate the QoS assurances given to guaranteed processes. This approach requires the supervision of processing times and
increases the complexity of the implementation. Additionally, special care must he taken for a proper
sequencing of packets on statistical connections, as a later amving packet processed with Priority I might
overtake an earlier packct waiting with Prioriiy 2.
The cost of priority-driven scheduling is detemined by several factors. Besides the scheduling decision
itself (i.e., the selection of the process tobe executed) the scheduling overhead includes the assignment of
priorities to the processes, context switching and the use of timers, as needed in the above scheduling
scheines. Hence. it has to he carefully decided whether the process priorities are assigned statically or
dynamically and at which instants process contexts may be switched. The decisinn about preemptive or
non-preemptive scheduling has also an immediate effect on the overhead (Mercer and Tokuda 1991).
Tlie CPU scheduler currently implemented in HeiRAT is hased on the first priority scbeme presented
above with preemptive fixed-priority RM scheduling. To avoid the overhead incurred by the processing of
workahead packets, the scheduler can leave these packets in a wait state until their logical arrival time.
Hence, Priority 4 may not be used. A description and evaluation of the scheduler is given in (Wolf, Burke
and Vogt 1996).

4.2 Network Access Scheduling
Changing the resource scheduler for network access is not as easy as for the CPU: The order in which
packets are sent on the network is determined hy an internol schedrrler on the adapter that can often not be
modifed. To deal with the problem, one typically has to iiiiplement an external schedrrkr that submits
packets to the adapter according to their urgency.
4.2.1 Extcmal Schedulers

As the intemal scheduler is determined by hardware and microcode of the adapter, i t generally implements
only a simple non-real-time scheduling strategy (for example, FIFO). Hence, it is desirable to reduce its
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impact and leave most oF the task to the extemal scheduler This is done by bounding the number of packets that can be queued on the adapter. Such a bound implies a trade-off between the delay that can be guaranteed to a stream and the overall petiormance o l the network. On the one hand, it is desirable to have only
a small number of packets on the adapter (one packet in the ideal ~ a s e to
) be able to send newly an-ived
urgent messages faster. On the other hand, the caching of packets on the adapter increases throughput.
When a packet arrives from the regulator it is inserted into the extemal scheduler queue according to its
priority. If the number of packets waiting on the adapter falls below the threshold, packets are copied from
the external scheduler queue to the adapter queue until the threshold value is reached. This is done either
when a new packet arrives and there is still room in the adapter queue, or when the adapter indicates the
successful transmission of one of its packets.
The extemal scheduler can work similar to the CPU scheduler: Packets from guaranteed streams have
the highest priority foliowed by packets from statistical streams. Normal data packets rank last. Within the
first and second classes, a real-time scheme such as EDF or RM can be used. In contrast to the CPU,
scheduling here is non-preemptive - once a packet has been submitted to the adapter, its transmission is
not aboned.
4.2.2 Token Ring Access Scheduling

The Token Ring was the first network to which HeiRAT QoS management was applied. It was chosen for
its deterministic behavior which lends itself well to the calculation and enforcement of QoS guarantees.
Let us use this as an example to discuss the work of tbe various schedulers.
In order to provide real-time services on the Token Ring, it is necessary to bound the transmission time
of a node on receipt of the token. Although the Token Ring MAC protocol provides a limit of 10 ms on the
transmission time per node, this value is obviously too high to support multimedia services with tight delay
bounds. Hence, the choice of a smaller value is proposed. The limit on the transmission time could, for
example, be chosen such that the calculated delay bounds of multimedia streams stay below the most stringent application delay requirements. We denote this value of the transmission time as T. T can easily be
imposed by restricting the packet sizes submitted to the adapter, assuming that only a limited number of
packets is transmitted per token visit.
An important consequence of this approach is that small values of T result in small packet sizes and
hence introduce delays in disassembly and assembly of, for example, large video frames. Also, there is an
increase in the number of interrupts generated at the system intetiace to the adapter on completion of transmission. Hence, it should be ensured that Tis not too small. For purposes of further discussion, we assume
that a suitable value can be chosen - a message size of 4 KByte, for example, will result on a 16 MBitIs
Token Ring in a T value of approximately 2 ms.
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Figure 5: Token Ring Adapter and Extemal Scheduler.

The basic Token Ring access scheme includes a priority mechanism at the MAC layer. The token is
associated with a certain priority and stations that receive the token can only transmit packets that are of
higher or equal priority than the current token pnority. Furthermore, reservations can be made in the token
or in passing packets for a pending packet OS a certain priority. Reservations are useful in that they prevent
stations from transmitting lower-priority packets when there is a higher-priority packet pending for transmission at one Station.
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The MAC priority is reflected in the intemal scheduler of a Token Ring adapter and can be used by the
extemal adapter in one of the following ways:
Scheme I (left of Figure 5): We assume a sender can actually set MAC priorities for outgoing packets or
at least can distinguish between two FIFO queues serving packets with two different MAC priorities.
One possibility here is to have two separate external schedulers for guaranteed and statistical connections. A statistical scheduler submits packeis to the adapter at a lower MAC pnority than the guaranteed scheduler Time-independent packets also go through the statistical queue, but are put back by the
external scheduler in favor of multimedia packets.
Scheme 2 (right of Figure 5): As an alternative, one could have a single external scheduler for both
guaranteed and statistical streams. This scheduler prefers guaranteed to statistical connections, similar
to the first CPU scheduling scheme described. The scheduler submits both guaranteed and statistical
packets with the same high MAC priority to the adapter. Time-independent packets are transmitted
through the second queue with a low MAC pnority.
Schenre 3 (Figure 6): Adapters with only one queue needed to be used in the current implementation of
HeiRAT. They bear the closest resemblance to the CPU scheduler: The external scheduler needs to
determine the total order of packets
The MAC priority scheme of the Token Ring can also be used to give oll traffic from one station a higher
priority than traffic from other stations. This could be used for video Servers where only one (or few) senders actually generate multimedia streams.

Regulator
(ExtemaI)
Scheduler
Adapter
(including
intemal
scheduler)

- -- -- -- - .

Adapter interface

t
Figure 6: The Way of Packets from the DLS Interface to the Network.

5 Throughput Test and QoS Calculation
Kna~winghow resources are scheduled, we are now able to address the issues of QoS calculation and
resource reservation for both local resources and networks.

5.1 Local Resource Management
The local resources in the network nodes managed by HeiRAT are CPU processing bandwidth and buffer
space. Whereas the reservation of buffer space requires only the calculation of the amount of Storage
neecled and a corresponding static huffer allocation at connection establishment time, CPU management
must include the full set of functions defined in Section 2, i.e. throughput test, QoS calculation and
resource reservation.

5.1.11 CPU Throughput Test
All inultimedia processes to be handled by the CPU are characterized by the LBAP model, i.e. they are
basically periodic. Moreover, these processes are scheduled by either an RM or an EDF strategy with a
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preference to processes with a guaranteed QoS. Hence, the throughput test needed can be directly taken
from classical scheduling theory (Liu and Layland 1973). A new stream can be accepted by the CPU if

CR,P , <U
In this inequality, the index i runs through all existing streams and also the new stream. Ridenotes the maximum packet rate of connection i, P, its processing time per packet, and U a non-negative real number of at
most I for EDF scheduling and ln(2) for R M scheduling. In practice, it is advisable to restrict the utilization U to values smaller than 1 in order to provide some CPU capacity to non-multimedia processes.

5.1.2 CPU QoS CaIculation
QoS calculation in HeiRAT means to optimize one of the three QoS parameters while the other two are
fixed. For the CPU, this optimization proceeds as follows:
Throughput: Given the current CPU utilization and the maximum CPU utilization as defined in the
throughput test, the maximum additional throughput rate that can be supported by the CPU is computed
easily from the above fomula. The maximum packet size is obtained by table look-up, and the minimum actual transit time is the processing time Pi.A local delay bound has to be calculated from the this
throughput value (sec below). At the target host, the sum of these local delay bounds is used to check
whether the user's end-to-end delay requirements can be met.
Delay: Under both EDF and RM scheduling, the regular delay of a packet will never exceed 1lR when
the throughput test holds (Liu and Layland 1973).' Hence, 1IR is a suitable delay value. For deadlinebased scheduling, worst-case simulation is an alternative way to calculate delay bounds (cf. (ANS1
1991)). but currently not implemented in HeiRAT. Under rate-based scheduling, worst-case simulation
is not uselul since the subsequent establishment of other streams with higher rates causes the calculated
delay to increase for lower-rate streams.
Reliability: If suficient buffer space to store all generated or incoming packets is reserved, no loss due
to bufier overflow can occur for guaranteed streams. Hence, even the most restrictive reliability requirement (Class 4) will trivially be met. Tbe local delay bound is calculated as descnbed above.

.

5.2 Network Resource Management
Managing networks is special in that the various entities accessing the network may have a different view
on its utilization and remaining bandwidth. Local baridwidth allocarion techniques use only knowledge
available on their System. We distinguish between two local techniques:
The baridwidth Counter approach allocates network bandwidth as long as the sum of the bandwidth
requirements of the individual streams does not exceed a given bound.
Tbe calculatiori-based approach takes additional information into account, especially delay characteristics, thus managing not only the throughput but the full range of QoS Parameters.
The advantage of a local approach is that the QoS can be calculated without requiring to collect knowledge
ahout the streams sent by the other stations. However, the obtainahle results can be unsatisfactory, when
the number of stations connected to the ring is large. The assumption for the Token Ring, for cxample, is
that all other stations always hold the token for the maximum time, although some of them might temporanly transmit no data at all. Hence, the bandwidth allocatable will be small and the delay will be high.
The Problem can be solved by global bandwidth allocatiofi techriiques that look at the requirements of
all stations. Such global allocation could be implemented in a distributed fashion. HeiRAT has chosen a
simpler albeit less fault-tolerant approach and uses a centralized technique.
While the global and the calculation-based approach allow for a guaranteed QoS, the bandwidth counter technique yields only a statistical QoS (reasons for this are discussed below). Thus, it is especially
appropriate for networks such as the Ethernet where due to the non-determinism of network access no
guarantees can be given anyway.

I . This holds for guaranrecd cannections under both variant~af the priarity schcduling schemc described i n Section 4.1. For
statisticalconnectionr that stick io iheir specifiedwarklkload bouiids, this delay bound is valid under the second priority schcme.
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In the following, we again use the Token Ring as an example for a network resource to be managed. We
concentrate on local allocation techniques first and at the end move to a global scheme.

5.2.1 Processing Times on the Token Ring
TO iderive a throughput test and QoS calculation for the Token Ring, one needs to know the streams to be
transmitted from the station under consideration and the maximum time it takes to transmit a packet once i t
is on the adapter. The time interval from packet submission to the adapter and its transmission completion
is composed of four components:
the time to copy the packet to the adapter C.
the time to access the token A.
the time for transmission of the packet T, and
the packet propagation delay 7 across the ring.
We will refer to this total time as the processing time P of the packet. This term is chosen to highlight the
similarities to the CPU scheme discussed previously: In this analogy, a packet is "processed" by the Token
Rinj: adapter from the instant when it is copied to the adapter until the instant when its transmission is
completed. 7 includes the signal propagation delay around the ring and the bit delays introduced at each
station. C, T and 7 are fixed given the particular ring configuration and the maximum packet size. A. which
reflects the network bandwidth used by other stations, is variable. Its worst case needs to be computed.
FOr a scheduler using separate queues for guaranteed and statistical streams or, altematively, for multimedia and other data traffic (See Figure 5 ) , the worst-case access delay occurs when the guaranteed packet
is copied to the adapter only to find another packet (from a statistical or a normal data stream) whose transmission has just started. Since a station can transmit only one packet per token visit, the transmission of the
guaranteed packet must wait for the retum of the token. However, prior to its retum as many as N-1 stations
could transmit, N being the number of stations on the ring. Hence' the worst-case access delay is given asA
= N*T + 7 . Using this value for A, the processing times for all packets are constant and identical.
Fora scheduling scheme using one adapter queue for all traffic (See Figure 6 ) it is easily shown that the
wor't-case access delay is A = (N-I)*T+7.This is due to the fact that there is no other extemal scheduler
on the Same station that interferes with the guaranteed streams and hence the only access delay incurred is
due 1.0 the other N-1 stations.
Il'multimedia traffic is transmitted at a higher MAC priority than data traffie the impact of stations with
only data traffic (called data stations in the following) can be greatly reduced. For such a mixed scenario, it
can be shown for both scheduling schemes that the worst case value of A = (N'+I)*T+r, N' being the
number of stations with multimedia traffic.The formula assumes that the transmission time of the other stations is bounded by Z If not, the access delay is somewhat higher. The additional delay incurred by data
stations is due to the fact that in tbe worst case two data stations can transmit before any multimedia station
can get hold of the token. This can be shown as follows: Consider the scenario when a data station is transmitting its information and the multimedia station frame arrives just too late on the adapter to make a reservation at a higher priority, i.e.. the header of the data frame has just passed by the multimedia station.
Now. a second data station may transmit its frame before the multimedia station makes a suecessful reservation. Aftenvards, only multimedia stations can transmit and there are N'-1 of these stations excluding the
one under consideration.
In contrast to guaranteed connections, the processing times for statistical packets are not computed on a
worsi.-case basis. The goal here is to obtain estimates or to compute lower processing times to support large
traffii: loads and offer an inexpensive, but reasonable QoS. To achieve this goal, for statistical packets a
fixed estimate of the token rotarion time (TRT) is used that gives the length of the time interval between
two successive transmissions of statistical frames from this station. This estimate is affected by the number
of higher-prionty frames of the guaranteed streams transmitted between the statistical frames - hence the
TRT estimate for statistical streams is not necessarily smaller than the TRT for guaranteed streams.
In a more elaborate scheme, the estimate would not be fixed, but updated with each transmission completicn in the following manner. Let TRTNe,be a new estimate of the TRT, TRT„ the old estimate and
TRT„ the newly measured value of the TRT. Then the estimate can be updated as TRTNe, = a* TRTm +
(I-U)" TRT„„ where 0 2 a 5 1 determines the sensitivity of the estimate to new observations.
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5.2.2 QoS Calculation for the Token Ring
A main difference of the network resource compared to the CPU is its non-preemptive scheduling. In
(Nagarajan and Vogt 1992) we derived a throughput test and algorithms for QoS computation under nonpreemptive scheduling. The most important results of this work are presented in the Appendix. They allow
for the calculation of throughput and delay guarantees under the FP. RM and EDF scheduling schemes.
Based on these findings, QoS can be calculated depending on the Parameter to be optimized as follows:

Delay optimization: For F P and RM scheduling, delay and throughput are computed through the
expressions in A.3. If the throughput obtained through these expressions is larger than the desired value
R, the throughput test has succeeded. However. only R rather than the maximum supportable value is
guaranteed. For EDF and RM scheduling, the expressions in A.2 can be used provided the processing
times for all streams are identical (as it would be the case using the above calculations). Again, if the
maximum supportable throughput is larger than the pre-specified throughput R, then a throughput of R
and a delay of 1IR + P is guaranteed where P is the common packet processing time for all streams.
Throughput oprimization: Again, the expressions in A.3 apply to the FP and RM schemes. If the maximum supportable throughput value is larger than the given desired value R, then again only R is guaranteed. If, however. the throughput value that can be supported is smaller than the desired value but larger
than the worst-acceptable value, then this throughput value is guaranteed. Finally, if it is smaller than
the required value, the stream will have to be rejected. Throughput optimization for the EDF scheme is
done as described for EDF on the CPU, using the formulae in A.2.
Reliabilitj optimization: The IBM Token Ring Busmaster adapter can indicate the successful or unsuccessful delivery of packets to the transmitting adapter. Error correction, however, cannot be provided by
the Token Ring without retransmissions. Thus, the best reliability class supported by the Token Ring is
Class 2.
The delay values as calculated above may be relatively small. We suggest that these values be relaxed
slightly as guaranteeing a small delay bound to a low-priority stream might prevent the admission of
higher priority streams in the future.
5.2.3 Guaranteed vs. Statistical QoS on Token Ring
The above QoS calculations are based on a number of worst-case assumptions. Together they detetmine
the maximum possible length of time between the arrival of a high priority multimedia packet at the driver
interface and the end of its transmission across the ring. These assumptions were:
(1)

(2)
(3)

When the copying of a packet to the adapter is completed, a free token has just passed.
All multimedia stations on the ring always hold the token for the maximum possible time.
It takes the maximum time until a token reservation for a packet with a high MAC priority becomes
effective, i.e., two data stations send for the maximum possible time before a high-priority multimedia packet gets the token.

Each of these assumptions is indispensable for guaranteed QoS. However. in configurations with many
multimedia stations. they result in long processing times and delays. They may cause that only a relatively
small fraction of the actually available Token Ring bandwidth can be allocated to guaranteed c o n n e c t i ~ n s . ~
Hence, a supplementary scheme for statistical QoS is required that can allocate the remaining bandwidth.
Such schemes could relax the assumptions in the following way:
If calculations are made on a global, rather then local basis, better estimates for the maximum TRT can
be achieved. We discuss the central bandwidth allocator for this below.
If there are no data stations on the ring the processing time can be reduced as indicated in Section 5.2.1.
This still yields a guaranteed QoS. I€ there are data stations that put only a low load on the ring it can be
assumed that they do not interfere much with the multimedia trafic. In this case, working with a
reduced processing time yields a reasonable statistical QoS.

2. We want ta emphasiae thal ihe schemc for guaranteeing QoS on Token Ring can be easily transferred to FDDl FDDI synchronous made is able to guaraniee low upper bounds for the TRT thus greatly reducing the worst-case processing time for u
packet and increasing rhe bandwidth wailable for guaranleed connections.
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As described in Section 5.2.2, statistical QoS calculation can be based on a TRT estimate. Although
HeiRAT currently provides no monitoring function that keeps statistics on the TRT, a function is available which calculates the processing time based on a user-provided estimate for the token access time.
The most optimistic assumption is that a token is immediately available after data is copied to the
adapter. For a video server transmitting data on an otherwise unused ring, this assumption is justified.
:Here the access delay can be completely dropped from tbe sum defining the processing time. If there
can be more than one frame on the adapter, copying and transmitting would proceed in parallel and one
icould even drop the copying time, thus reducing tbe processing time to the pure transmission time.
The above approaches reduce processing times, get a better estimate of the behavior of the other stations
and the ring itself and relax assumptions (1)-(3). They can, however, not get around the problem of a temporary priority inversion: When a packet arrives at the adapter driver interface, another packet with a lower
scheduling priority is just being copied to the adapter. This prohlem cannot he avoided due to the nonpreemptiveness of the sending process.

5.2.4 Bandwidth Counting for Token Ring
A riidically different (and simplifying) approach to manage statistical connections does not use the above
fomulae at all, but considers only the raw throughput required by the connections (Baugher et al. 1993). In
this handwidth Counter approach, a new stream is admitted only if the total throughput needed by all
strexms lies below the total capacity of the ring (for example, 16 MBitIs or a lower value, if some residual
bandwidth for other trafiic is desired) or - altematively - some capacity allocated to this station.
The advantage of this scheme is that all the raw Token Ring bandwidth available can be allocated to
multimedia eonnections. It also permits to relax the requirement that the Token Ring driver never holds
moc: than one frame on the adapter, prnvided that all connections are only statistical. The drawback of the
bandwidth counter approach is that no tight delay bounds can be given.
I n the current implementation of HeiRAT. the User can select whether statistical connections are managed by the calculation-hased or the handwidth counter approach. Hence, it is possible to combine the
origiinal guaranteed approach based on the formulae and the statistical approach based on a bandwidth
counter. This way, one can establish a small number of guaranteed connections with tight delay guarantees
and also to utilize the full ring bandwidth by admitting additional statistical connections.

5.2.5 Central Bandwidth Allocation
When the above calculations are not just made on a single station, hut by an entity that knows ahout all
existing requirements throughout the System, potentially better QoS can he achieved. The HeiRAT central
bandwidth allocator (CBA) (Jordaan, Paterok and Vogt 1993) is such an entity that is located somewhere
in the network and keeps track oi'stations that currently submit multimediadata to the ring. It can currently
be used with bridged LANs consisting of Token Ring. Ethernet, or FDDI.
The central piece of CBA is the QoS allocator. It includes a Management Information Base (MIB) storing rietwork topology informatinn, the bandwidth currently available, other QoS Parameters, and the current !Status of the resource reservations for individual strearns. Tbe allocator is able to receive requests for a
cenain QoS, to decide whether these requests can he granted or have to be rejected, to calculate QoS guarantee:s, to reserve corresponding resnurce capacities and to retum QoS guarantees. On each network (single-segment or bridged) there can mn only one allocator.
The allocator communicates with QoS requestors nn the individual stations. This communication suppnrts the registration of requestors with the allocator, the allocation, deallocation and change of QoS, and
the reireshing of QoS reservaiions. QoS requestors act on behalf of QoS clients (for example, HeiRAT
agenis). A requestor offers functions such as initialization of the requestor. establishment, change and
releaire of reservations. It thus shields the clients from the direct communication with the allocator by providing the protocols and the frame formats required for tbis communication.
Tbe QoS allocator includes a graphical User interface which allows to feed in all needed conhguration
inforination (such as LAN topology and capacity, IP addresses of the QoS requestors). It can be used to
moniior the current resource allocation Status. Configuration and monitoring can be done via SNMP.
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Figure 7: QoS Requestor and Allocator.

6 Closing Remark
In this Paper, we have shown the full range of HeiRAT functions frorn QoS rnodelling, to QoS enforcernent
to QoS calculation as they have been irnplernented in the HeiProjects over the past years. While our initial
work was rnainly concerned with providing guaranteed QoS. we have gradually shifted our attention to
also support statistical QoS as is visible in the text above. We also looked at alternative approaches to provide QoS such as scaling (Delgrossi et al. 1994) and filtering (Wolf, Hemwich and Delgrossi 1995) and
have irnplemented thern in our systern.
We have found that these various methods are no substitutes, but rather complernent each other depending on the requirements of the applications that need t o b e supported. We therefore believe that even with
growing system and network bandwidth, there is a role for careful QoS calculation and reservation techniques: As bandwidth goes up, so does dernand. The modular HeiRAT frarnework is Open to be extended
by QoS rnechanisms for further, more modern networks. The results we have presented for Token Ring
management can be easily transferred to other token-based networks like FDDI. Switched networks like
ATM require the design of own rnethods. However, where our design had to graft real-time rnechanisms on
the underlying system, fulure platforms rnay benefit from the inclusion of HeiRAT-like mechanisrns in the
systern frorn the ground up.
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Appendix A QoS Calculation Under Non-Preemptive Scheduling
This Appendix contains theorems for QoS calculation under non-preemptive scheduling, which can be
used for QoS management of the Token Ring (see Section 5.2.2). At this place, the proofs for the theorems
are omitted due to space limitations. They can be found in (Nagarajan and Vogt 1992).
In general. we address the problem of the non-preemptive scheduling of N periodic streams with periods Tl, T, ... T, (i.e., rates Ri = 1 /Ti) and deadlines di smaller than or equal to the period.

A . l Fixed Priority Non-Preemptive Scheduling of Periodic Streams
First, we consider thefrred-priority (FP) scheduling scheme, i.e., each stream is assigned a unique priority
value and streams are scheduled according to this priority. One special case of this scheme is the raremonotonic (RM) scheduling strategy. Our aim, here, is to formulate a throughput test in order to ensure
that all deadlines are met for all packets of the streams.

Theorem 1: Given N periodic streams with periods T,, Ti ... TNand deadlines d, < T,,] < i < N. Assume
that the streams are numbered by increasing priorities, i.e., that stream N has the highest
priority and stream 1 has the lowest. Also. assume that processing times of the slream
packets are unity (i.e., identical). Then, the streams are schedulable within their deadlines
with the non-preemptive fixed-priority scheme if

where

C(x, y )

=

ceil

(X$)

+I

(ceil(2) is the smallest integer k with r a . )

For processing times that are not identical we have

Theorem 2:

Given N periodic streams with periods T,, T2, ... TNand deadlines d,, d?. .... dNwith di 2
T,I < i < N. Assume that ihe streams are numbered by increasing priorities, i.e., that
stream N has the highest priority and stream 1 has the lowest. Also, assume that the
processing time of the packets from stream i is Pi. Then, the streams are schedulable
within their deadlines with the non-preemptive fixed-priority scheme if

where

F ( x , y) = ceil (;J+

I

The discontinuities induced by the ceiling function make the calculation of optimum QoS valucs somewhat tedious (see A.3). Alternative expressions without these discontinuities are given by

Theorem 3: Given N periodic streams with periods T,, Tz, ..., T, and deadlines d,, d2, ..., dN with
di < T, I < i 2 N. Assume that the streams are numbered by increasing priorities. i.e., that
stream N has the highest priority and stream 1 has the lowest. Also, assume that the
processing time of the packets from stream i is P,. Then, the streams are schedulable
within their deadlines with the non-preemptive fixed-priority scheme if

where

G ( x . y) =

52
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A.2 EDF and RM Non-Preemptive Scheduling of Periodic Streams
We now consider throughput tests for non-preernptive EDF and RM scheduling. These tests are extensions
of the expressions in (Liu and Layland 1973) conceming the corresponding preernptive scheduling
scharnes.

Theorem 4: Given Nperiodic strearns with periods T,, TI, ..., TN(i.e.. rates R,= I / T , and unit processing times P per packet. Let d , = T, + P be the deadline for stream i. Then, the streams are
schedulable

within

their deadlines

For EDF scheduling. the Same holds if

with

the

non-preernptive RM

scheme

if

N

C,.P<I
I

A.3 Computation of Optimal Throughput and Delays
Finally, we consider the computation of the optimal throughput and delay values. This optimization is carried out for a Single newly established stream given that the guarantees and strearn characteristics for all
existing streams are known. Such an optimization is needed for exarnple for the cornputation of QoS values ,as in Section 5.2.2.
First, we consider the FP scheduling scheme and subsequently the RM and EDF schemes respectively.
It can be easily derived from Theorem 3 that the smallest delay bound that can be guaranteed to strearn i (I
<iCN)is:

Nbeing the total number of streams. Note that the guarantees for all streams with a higher priority than that
of a newly established stream i are not affected by this new stream. We need only ensure that the new
stream has no irnpact on the guarantees given to lower priority strearns. The choice of the throughput value
of the new strearn is cmcial in this respect. It can be easily shown that if the period T, is chosen such
that
T i = max(maxl < ,.,Lj. d,)
where

then none of the guarantees for the lower strearns will be violated and hence I / ?; is the highest value of
the diroughput that can be provided to the new stream i.
Next, we consider the RM scheme specifically. Note that the RM scheme is a special case of the FP
scherne and hence the results above are applicable as well. As an alternative, an optimization based on the
throughput tests in Theorem 4 is possible. For the RM scheme. we consider two potential Scenarios. First,
when it is desired to admit the connection at a fixed priority and later the case where the optimization is
also over the choice of priority.

RM s,cheme- furedprioriry: Here we assume that the new stream is to be admitted at priority i where 1 < i

< N+1 and N is the number of existing streams (i.e., streams I , ...,i - J , i + l , ...,N+I exist already). First, we
compute the residual capacity available at this station:
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where P is the common processing time for all streams and T, are the respective periods. Note that the
scheduling test in Theorem 4 does not allow for the possibility of variable processing times (see Section
for the motivation of identical processing times). Given the residual processing capacity availahle, the
maximum allowahle throughput rate results from the minimum allowahle period:

(Take TN+,= 0 while computing the above expressions).However, if T, > T., then the new stream cannot be
admitted at the given priority hecause otherwise the given priority ordering would be violated.
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